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POWERING ARKANSAS, EMPOWERING THE FUTURE

Transforming the
Built World

McKinstry is the partner you need to innovate the waste
and climate harm out of the built environment.

Creating a ZeroCarbon Future

It’s time to quicken the pace of change and think
bigger to decarbonize our built environment.
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LEADERSHIP
A NOTE FROM HEATHER NELSON, AAEA CHAIR
What an exciting year we had in 2021! AAEA rebounded after a lethargic 2020
due to the global pandemic and we could not have done that without our amazing
members.
Thank you for remaining faithful to our goals of growing advanced energy industries
in Arkansas. In 2021, our organization spearheaded a coalition to work the Arkansas
Legislative Session. It was a busy session and our coalition played a large part fighting back bills that would have unwound so much great work from the 2019 session.
Additionally, we had a long summer searching for a new Executive Director.
Our board put in a tremendous amount of time and energy between May – September running the organizations, growing our board and building committees, and completing a nationwide search for a new ED.
September 1st Lauren Waldrip joined us as Executive Director of both AAEA and AAEF and she hit the
ground running. Lauren and the events committee did a great job of putting on two fantastic events this fall,
and they immediately started planning for 2022.
AAEA has an important responsibility in representing advanced energy firms across our great state with new
firms being added to our roster every day. Arkansas is building a reputation as a state ready to do business in
advanced energy industries from energy efficiency to renewables to lithium-ion. From legislation to workforce
development to policies to job growth to education, AAEA is at the heart of it all. Thank you for joining us in
this mission.”

A NOTE FROM FLINT RICHTER, AAEF CHAIR
Arkansas has seen its share of challenges in 2021, yet the Advanced Energy Economy has continued to charge ahead delivering incredible amounts of energy savings,
innovation and economic growth to our state.
Our public institutions have received millions of dollars in energy savings from the
Advanced Energy sector via energy savings projects that have included LED lighting
upgrades, solar energy projects and HVAC system upgrades to keep Arkansas’
schools, cities and public buildings healthy, resilient and operating efficiently which
in turn keeps their expenditures for energy as low as possible.
This savings has become more important as inflation, supply chain issues and ever rising energy costs continue
to put the Advanced Energy Economy on the forefront of bringing our state into the 21st century in a cost
effective manner.
As chair of the Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation I am proud of our board’s efforts in educating the public on the benefits of Advanced Energy Sector and our support of the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association,
who’s efforts have be integral to the positive changes we have seen in our states energy sector. Our state
holds conservation dear and what could be more conservative than keeping our tax payer’s money in state,
reducing public sector expenditures, eliminating pollution and making Arkansas a regional leader in the Advanced Energy Economy in 2022 and into the future.
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ADVANCED ENERGY ANNUAL SPONSORS
Thanks to our Advanced Energy Annual Sponsors who helped make 2021 a successful
year for AAEA. These members went above and beyond their standard membership
obligations to support our most important initiatives.

ADVANCED ENERGY CHAMPION

ADVANCED ENERGY LEADERS

ADVANCED ENERGY INNOVATORS
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POLICY
PROTECTING YOUR INDUSTRY BY MAINTAINING STRONG POLICY
During the 93rd General Assembly regular legislative session, AAEA’s strength in advocacy and
coalition building were on full display. Stable, sound, long-term policy is vital. Although the 2021
legislative session certainly had the potential to undo much of the progress we have made up
to this point, the AAEA turned this into an opportunity for our members resulting in momentum
that will enable the continued adoption of advanced energy in Arkansas for years to come.
AAEA opposed HB1055 (and companion SB 23).
These bills would have authorized electric cooperative corporations to exercise the right of self-regulation, removing them from the oversight of the Public Service Commission. After a lot of education
and work by AAEA’s legal coalition, both bills were withdrawn from further consideration by the bill
sponsors.
AAEA opposed HB1787
HB1787 would have required the Arkansas Public Service Commission to adopt new or revised
net-metering rules that allow an electric utility to purchase power from customers at the lower avoided cost rate.
This would have reversed progress made by the Solar Access Act, which enables third-party financing for those seeking to deploy solar. This financing tool is particularly important for non-tax entities,
such as schools, churches, cities and counties, colleges and universities, state agencies, and non-profit
organizations.
With the option of a third-party solar services contract, non-tax entities can take full advantage of
federal incentives and lower the cost of a solar array, unlocking capital to invest in local communities.
HB1751 and HB1628 were introduced late in the session but did not
become law. However, those bills or similar legislation may be worthy pursuits in future legislative
sessions.
HB1628 exempts the sale of qualifying solar equipment from the sales and use tax.
SB 117 - AAEA Supported
SB 65 - AAEA took no position
SB 137 - AAEA took no position
SB 26 - AAEA took no position
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POLICY
THANK YOU TO OUR LEGISLATIVE COALITION
The AAEA legislative coalition worked tirelessly to become experts on a
number of bills coming through the Arkansas House and Senate. This work
and education equipped the coalition to fight for, against, or take no position
on nine bills during the legislative season.
Matt Bell, Entegrity
Bill Black, Performance Services
Steve W. Chriss, Walmart
Caleb Gorden, Shine Solar
Gary Moody, Audubon
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Heather Nelson, Seal Solar
Brent Newman, Audubon
Peter Nierengarten, City of Fayetteville
Michael Parker, Entegrity
Alex Ray, Johnson Controls
John Sawyer, Stone Creek Solar

AAEA MEMBERSHIP
AAEA members are leaders in an exciting movement to grow Arkansas’s economy
and workforce through the development, manufacture and utilization of advanced
energy technologies.
AAEA members are as diverse as the advanced energy industry across the state and
include energy service companies; architects, engineers and construction professionals;
renewable energy developers; utilities and independent power producers; local government officials and economic development organizations; colleges and universities; commercial industrial energy customers; advanced energy technology adopters, site owners
and managers; manufacturers of renewable energy and energy efficiency systems; advanced energy system integrators; start-up entrepreneurs and tech firms; financial, legal
and insurance service providers; and more.
AAEA is proud to partner with these leaders.
Advanced Energy Economy
AEV Solar
Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Corp
Arkansas Solar Power Inc
Audubon Arkansas
Bernhard Energy
Beth Hood
Bi-Partisan Strategies
Black Hills Energy
Center Point Energy
Chris Claybaker
City of Fayetteville
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Entergy Arkansas, LLC
Evolve Auto
Francis
Friday, Eldredge, & Clark
FutureFuel Chemical Company
Goodleap
Harrison Energy Partners
Johnson Controls Inc.
Lance Johnston
Lexicon, Inc.
LightWave Solar

Ozarks Electric Cooperative Corporation
Paradoxe/Solar & Renewable
Power Systems
Pedal Valves, Inc
Performance Services, Inc.
Pollution Management Inc.
Powers of Arkansas, Inc
Ryan McClafferty
Seal Solar
Shine Solar
Stone Creek Solar

Clear Energy

Little Rock Community
Solar Partners, LLC

Southwestern Electric Power Company

CLEAResult

McKinstry

Comfort Systems USA

Mike Coulson

Stephen Sherer

Crews & Associates, Inc.

Mountain Ridge

CustomXM

Energy Service, LLC

Delta Solar

OG&E

Dimension Renewable Energy

Ouachita Electric Cooperative

Entegrity Energy Partners, LLC

Ozark Solar, LLC

Specialized Real Estate Group
Sun City Solar Energy
Sunpro Solar
The Stitt Group
Today’s Power
Universal Power
Walmart

AAEA EVENTS

AAEA held it’s 9th annual meeting and policy conference on October 14, 2021, at Heifer
International’s outdoor pavilion space. This is the state’s largest gathering of advanced energy related organizations from biofuels, solar power, performance contractors, electric vehicles
and chargers to all of the customers they serve including municipalities, cities, school districts
and farmers. Advanced energy leaders and policymakers from across the state and region met
to address trends and challenges facing the state’s and nation’s advanced energy landscape.
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AAEA EVENTS

Light Up
aaea invites you to

the holidays

for a membership & recruitment
party at crystal bridges

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 8, 2021

AAEA hosted its membership and recruitment holiday party at Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art
on December 8.
The event included a night of hors d’oeuvres, cocktails,
networking and the award-winning North Forest Lights at
Crystal Bridges.
A special thanks to our presenting sponsor, Powers of
Arkansas.

Reception
5:00 - 6:30 PM
North Forest Lights Exhibit
at your own pace

6:30 - 7:30 pm

tickets: $40

Tickets & sponsorships available at fb.me/e/2I4YXJk7E
or at the QR code below!

QUESTIONS? EMAIL LAUREN: LWALDRIP@ARKANSASADVANCEDENERGY.COM
PRESENTED
BY
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2021 AAEA AWARD WINNERS
In the spirit of celebrating the latest advanced energy technologies and their impact
on the Arkansas economy, AAEA’s emPOWER event recognized four individuals as
recipients of the following awards:
Ron Bell Advanced Energy Leader
Chairman Ted Thomas

Ted has dedicated his tenure at the AR PSC to educating and expanding
our state’s policies and response on renewable, energy efficiency, and
other advanced technologies. He has spoken extensively both inside and
outside the state of Arkansas. His reputation is one of being a knowledgeable and outspoken and knowledgeable on strong policies around these
technologies. He has also garnered a lot of notice on the national stage.

Advanced Energy Pioneer
Dr. Carol Reeves

Carol developed the entrepreneurship program at the University of
Arkansas. The flagship program is New Venture Developer where numerous early career energy entrepreneurs got their start (and many
other types of ventures). She recently retired from the
Associate Vice Chancellor role and installed solar at her house.

Advanced Energy Business Innovation Award
Entegrity Partners

Entegrity is the first to do building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) in a
meaningful way in Arkansas. Their recent project in Fayetteville gracefully
combines both form and function. It serves as a reminder to the community that the impacts of advanced energy are widespread. Instead of being
“bolt- on” fixtures after the fact, they can be artistically incorporated into
building architecture.

Advanced Energy Rising Star
Stacey Svedsen

Initially hired to fill an administrative role at Delta Solar, Stacey quickly
demonstrated her abilities and became the VP of Marketing & Customer
Relations. She is an avid adventurer who enjoys travel and the outdoors.
This influences her desire to promote solar as a way to be good stewards
of the environment (while being a profitable investment). In her first few
months, she took primary responsibility for pursuing REAP Grants for
customers and secured them for well over one million dollars of agricultural
projects.
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YEAR-END THOUGHTS
A LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
As the year closes out and a new one begins, it’s only natural
to reflect on the lessons learned and what we hope for in the
new year. This rings true as I reflect on the adversity our association and industry successfully navigated in 2021 and how I
hope to apply those lessons in 2022.
Despite challenges in the legislature, we maintained the best
net metering and net meter aggregation laws in the nation.
Companies from across the nation and around the world are
choosing to do business in Arkansas as a result of these policies and collaborative environment. Our membership growth also reflects this draw and our
coalition building proceeds.
Despite an international pandemic, we have added high paying jobs that put Arkansans to
work and generated a positive economic impact for our state. This has led to a number of
conversations with members and stakeholders to facilitate a cohesive workforce development plan to support one of the fastest growing industries in the nation.
Despite long-debated social spending, Congress ultimately passed a bi-partisan infrastructure package enabling the largest infrastructure investment since the development of the
Interstate Highway System. While exact allocations are yet to be issued by the DOE, we
know $54 million is estimated to be made available to the natural state in order to build
out a network of electric vehicle charging stations. Another estimated nearly $34 million
will support energy efficiency, weatherization, and state energy programs. Billions more will
be available on a competitive basis, which also have significant potential to springboard
initiatives and further develop the Arkansas advanced energy industry.
Despite an internal transition in leadership, we have finished this year successfully with an
increase in membership, two profitable and well-attended events and a strong foundation
to accomplish next year’s goals. As we capitalize on that momentum as an organization, we
welcome 2022 with a positive outlook and high expectations.
Thank you for placing your trust in me to lead our association. I am already so proud of
what we have accomplished thus far, but even more excited to see what we accomplish
together in this new year as we take our industry to new heights.
Lauren Waldrip
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MEDIA
FEBRUARY, 2021

MARCH, 2021
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MEDIA
SEPTEMBER, 2021
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MEDIA
NOVEMBER, 2021
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ABOUT ARKANSAS ADVANCED ENERGY ASSOCIATION
The Arkansas Advanced Energy Association (AAEA) is the business voice for
advanced energy in Arkansas. AAEA is dedicated to growing Arkansas’s
economy through expanded utilization of advanced energy technologies,
including energy efficiency, demand response, natural gas electric generation,
solar, wind, hydro, nuclear, electric vehicles, alternative fuels and smart grid.
These are innovations that make our energy supply more secure, clean and
affordable.
AAEA BOARD MEMBERS
Matt Bell, Treasurer
Entegrity
Will Black,
Performance Services
Caleb Gorden,
Shine Solar

Michael Hester,
Batesville School District
Mark Killingsworth,
Crews & Associates
Amy Morris,
Summit Utilities

Heather Nelson, Chair
Seal Solar
Paul Osborn,
HCJ CPAs
Lisa Perry,
Walmart

Alex Ray,
Johnson Controls
Collin Riggin,
Evolve Auto
David Stitt, Secretary
The Stitt Group

ABOUT ARKANSAS ADVANCED ENERGY FOUNDATION

The Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation is the educational affiliate of AAEA.
The Foundation is dedicated to informing the energy policy debate with wellresearched, fact-based data on the advanced energy economy in Arkansas and
by providing a public forum where state leaders can address Arkansas’s future
energy opportunities.
AAEF BOARD MEMBERS

Steve Chriss,
Walmart

Adam Fogleman,
Pulaski County

Nancy Guisinger, Secretary
SWEPCO

Doug Hutchings
Delta Solar

Peter Nierengarten, Treasurer
City of Fayetteville

Jennah Denney,
Today’s Power

Elston Blake Forte,
DEI Development Group

Chet Howland,
AR Dept. of Energy and Environment

Gary Moody,
Audubon

Flint Richter, Chair
Entegrity

Legislative Committee
Adam Fogleman, Pulaski County
Caleb Gorden, Shine Solar
Chet Howalnd, AR Dept. of Energy
and Environment
Gary Moody, Audubon
Adam Ness, Entegrity
Tom Waggoner, Syntex Industries
Paul Osborn, HCJ
Drew Coker
Heather Nelson, Seal Solar
Membership
Alex Ray, Johnson Controls Inc.
Peter Nierengarten, City of Fayetteville

Clean Energy & Renewables
Chet Howland, AR Dept. of Energy
and Environment
Jennah Denney, Today’s Power Inc.
Jade ANUSZEK, Arkansas Solar Power
Nancy Guisinger, SWEPCO
Transportation
Jennah Denney, Today’s Power
Chris Flores, Seal Solar
Collin Riggin, Evolve Auto
Tom Waggoner, Syntex Industries
Chet Howland, AR Dept. of Energy
and Environment
Jeremy Arent, SWEPCO
Mark Killingsworth, Crews and Associates

EE/ESPC
Matt Bell, Entegrity
Alan Hope, Powers of Arkansas
Skip Woessner, Clear Energy
Glen Hooks, Audubon
Nancy Guisinger, SWEPCO
Events
Lisa Perry, Walmart Energy Services
Kelly Comer, Today’s Power Inc.
Jennah Denney, Today’s Power Inc.
Allen Swearingen, Seal Solar
Rachel Zimmerman, Seal Solar

WWW.ARKANSASADVANCEDENERGY.COM

